
Boost your trades 
to the moon 



SpaceDex is a decentralized spot and perpetual exchange with low fees (0.10%) 
and no price impact. 

Trading is backed by a pool of multiple assets, rewarding liquidity providers 
through market-making, swap fees, and leveraged trading fees. 

Prices are constantly updated using Chainlink Oracles that obtain prices 
from major exchanges by volume.
 
SpaceDex is a decentralized exchange, allowing trading to be possible 
without the need for a user or password. 
The platform also uses an aggregated price, reducing the risk of 
temporary wick liquidations.  

Introduction

www.space-dex.io

THE NATIVE TOKEN OF THIS DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE IS  FALCON
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Mission and Vision

The idea was born with the aim of simplifying investments in cryptocurrencies, making the use of 
the decentralized platform accessible, universal, and profitable. We want people to find peace of 

mind when they think of SpaceDex as a means to invest and receive rewards. 

We will offer all the tools offered by centralized exchanges, with a user-friendly interface, but 
maintaining privacy, asset self-custody, and blockchain security. Users can use SpaceDex while 

maintaining their privacy in transactions, as well as control of their funds. 

THE GOAL IS TO POSITION SPACEDEX WITHIN THE TOP 100 TRADING VOLUMES 
IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS.
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Exchange
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SpaceDex is a decentralized multichain platform where you can trade selected pairs on different
networks, offering the lowest fees on the market and 0% price impact where only you have 

custody of your assets.    

In SpaceDex you can:

TRADE LONG TRADE SHORTSWAPS WITHOUT PRICE IMPACT

Leverage up to x10 and use stop-loss 
and take-profit orders on 

selected pairs.

Leverage up to x10 and use stop-loss 
and take-profit orders on 

selected pairs.

Exchange and use stop-loss/take-profit 
orders without price impact on 

selected pairs
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHglsq6lo38
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Exchange Pairs

At SpaceDex, we want to offer the highest security for the user and the dex funds. For this reason, 
only assets within the top 10 market cap will be operable on our trading platform.   

These assets are:

BNB BTC ETH USDT

The operable tokens are the ones mentioned above. In case that it is not a native token of the network, 
wrapped tokens will be used. In the future, more assets may be implemented, but always within the top 
10 of crypto assets.

 In SpaceDex, we also offer the option to exchange all tokens on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) thanks 
to our trading tool SPACETOOLS.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cB_FIp7ZK8I
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Multichain
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At SpaceDEX, we give you the opportunity to trade on your favorite network and move your Falcon 
tokens between different networks using a bridge.   

NETWORKS WHERE WE WILL DEPLOY OUR PROTOCOL:

BSC is the first network in 
which we launch the protocol, 

available from 20/03/23 
onwards.

Under development. Under development.

BSC POLYGON ARBITRUM



DEX - Copy-trading
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Within SpaceDex, we have developed a space where more 

advanced traders can create their profile inviting those 

who want to copy their operations to do so using our 

smart contracts. 

No deposits, no registration, and always keeping control 

of your assets. Users can see the different profiles of 

traders, as well as their performance, and thus choose 

who to follow and copy their operations.

COPY-TRADING (Under development.)
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Tokenomics
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****

LIQUIDITY

26.06%

****

HOLDERS

54.44%

****

PARTNERSHIP

5%

****

BRIDGE

12.5%
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Staking

Falcon offers great rewards for staking for those who hold on the platform through the audited and 
secure staking contract. You can lock the Falcon tokens you buy and receive rewards in the 

governance token of the network in which you have your Falcon in stake.

This will happen by depositing your Falcon in the staking pool. 

The return is generated and received in the token of the staking 

network. You can withdraw your tokens or reinvest them in 

Falcon to increase your future rewards.

25% of the fees generated from swaps and leverage trading 

will be converted and distributed among the entire Falcon 

token staking pool.

*Note that distributed fees are based on the number after deducting referral rewards and the price of the keeper
network, the keeper price is usually 1% of the total fees.
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REFERRALS

All users can show their friends how much they like the platform 
with a referral link. As way of showing appreciation, SpaceDex will 
give all users who access the platform through a referral link 
discounts on fees, as well as a percentage of trading fees to the 
person who invited them.

Share your trading positions on the social networks you use 
most without leaving the platform. 
All users can share their trades on different social networks 
such as Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. 

You can verify the performance of each trader through our platform.
This means that novice users can analyze the strategies of more 
experienced users.   
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dRZrFAGX_8


LIQUIDITY PROVIDERS
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Liquidity providers receive a token whose value is determined by the collective price of 

the assets that make up the vault. 

They receive rewards in BNB with an estimated APR of 14%. These rewards come from the 

fees of the dex (swaps, lending, leverage, liquidations).

Advantages for liquidity providers in the Space Dex protocol

(BTC, ETH, BNB, USDT) (No need to make pairs) (Receive your rewards in the token of 
each network and claim them when 

you want, without affecting your 
liquidity contribution)

Only in low-risk 
assets

Provide liquidity in a single 
asset.

Claim your rewards whenever 
you want.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MgInvvAmn8U


LENDING - P2P
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Peer-to-peer loans using our liquidity token as collateral. Users who want to get a loan in 

stable coins using their liquidity tokens as collateral can do so within our platform. 

In this way, they can leverage their investment by obtaining up to 70% of the value of their 

liquidity tokens and diversify if they wish. 

Lenders can earn interest on their stable coins with a maximum interest rate of up to 

1% per month, with the additional advantage of receiving the rewards generated by the 

liquidity tokens while they are used as collateral for 

the loan.

LENDING - P2P (under development)
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SPACE TOOLS
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All updated to the v3 protocol of Uniswap since from April 2023 there will be a high volume of Dex using the protocol already released from its 
licenses.

GRAPHS LIQUIDITY PROJECT INFO TOKEN AUDIT MARKET TOKEN
INFO

In Spacetools, users can find all the information and operate their favorite tokens from the Bsc, 
Polygon and Arbitrum networks through our interface.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Acjig1y2wlQ
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Welcome to Falcon, our space shuttle. On our journey, you can trade on SpaceDex, learn with our
trading courses, interact, share analysis, or debate with other users. 

Our shuttle is constantly expanding, so new features and improvements will be introduced 
constantly.      

Here you can see a small technical demo 
of our shuttle, still in development.
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Metaverse

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9tNN_mJoQI
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Roadmap
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Q4 2022

Launch and social media 
marketing.

Presale and listing on 
Pancakeswap.

Launch App on Testnet.

Staking. 

Certik audit. Q1 2023

Completion of Certik audit.

Launch App on Mainnet.

Launch SpaceTools. 

SpaceDex Metaverse. 

AI technical support.

Q2 2023

Copy trading. 

Trading bots.

Development of more 
features for SpaceTools.

Q3 2023

Expansion of SpaceDex to 
other networks.

Development of more 
features for SpaceTools.

Q4 2023

Lending.

Development of more 
features for SpaceTools.

2024
SpaceDex wallet app.
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Partners and Technology.

LIQUID MINERS GREENBLOCK
CAPITAL

3D SMART
CITY

VIU
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https://liquidminers.com/
https://greenblockcapital.io/?lng=en-US
https://3dsmartcity.com/
https://viuworld.com/
https://chain.link/
https://space-dex.io/?lng=en-US
https://www.certik.com/projects/space-dex



